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These days most homes have central heating. However sometimes you will want fast heat to
specific rooms without the fuss and expense of putting the full heating on. This is where free
standing electric fires prove valuable.

These easy to use heat sources offer instant heat for individual rooms. This is a great way to add a
little warmth when you need it to rooms with or without central heating.

Fast and Easy Installation

One key benefit of free standing electric fires is that they are so easy and quick to install in the
home. Because no fuel is being burnt you do not need to worry about flues or chimneys. In most
cases all you will have to do is decide where you want the fire to go and then simply plug it into a
wall socket.

â€¢ It is important to read the manufacturerâ€™s instructions when you are installing free standing electric
fires.

â€¢ You should avoid running free standing electric fires from extension cables. This means you may
need some minor electrical work carried out if you do not have an available plug socket where you
need to install the fire.

â€¢ If you are having any electrical work carried out make sure you use a qualified electrician. This will
ensure the work is completed to standards and is safe to use.

â€¢ Always make certain there is access available to the electrical supply (i.e. the wall socket) to the
fire so that you can switch it off easily when you need to.

â€¢ Some free standing electric fires can benefit from being fixed into place with strong brackets. This
will ensure the fire remains safe and stable.

â€¢ This is particularly important if you have young children or vulnerable adults in the home.

Types of Free Standing Electric Fires

Free standing electric fires are still a very popular option for both homeowners and businesses. This
means there is plenty of choice available in the market.

â€¢ Economic Options â€“ if you are interested in saving as much money on your energy bills as possible
then you should look for some of the modern economic free standing electric fires. This includes big
brands like Dimplex that can offer 100% no fuel wastage electric fire designs.

â€¢ Design Appeal â€“ there are a wide choice of free standing electric fires for sale. You can choose
from traditional designs through to contemporary stylish options. You should be able to find the
perfect style to suit your interior design schemes.

â€¢ Realistic Flame â€“ there are also lots of wonderful realistic flame free standing electric fires. These
offer a real flame experience without the hassle of solid wood burning fires. You can choose from a
selection of flame designs from coal and pebble beds.
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a Free standing electric fires are fast and easy to install in the home.  They can offer instant heat
when you need it and there are many economic options available on the market.
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